Darcy Farms
From Teacher to Farmer
Four years ago, elementary school teacher Nick Hagen decided he wanted to become a
farmer. Formerly from Indiana, Nick’s family has always had a green thumb, including
his two grandfathers who were involved in agriculture. At that time, when he, his wife,
and his newborn daughter Darcy moved to Yadkin County, North Carolina, he was
chosen to be the stay-at-home parent. He also knew that he needed a purpose during
all those naps. “The backstory is not that romantic, I wanted to raise some livestock,”
Nick tells the story of how Darcy Farms came to be. "This is not a 2nd, 3rd, or 4th
generation farm. I didn’t get a degree in animal science, nor agriculture. We moved
into some acreage, and I wanted to utilize that acreage. I enjoy growing things, and
providing a quality product that I'm proud of." Raise livestock he did, as Darcy Farms
started with three piglets, soon multiplying to become the 36 pigs that are on the farm
today.

Why Pigs?
Although cattle used to be on the property of his new NC home, Nick figured taking care
of toddlers as well as cows could get out of hand. He found pigs to be easier to raise
and delicious. Later, he added chickens to the mix and just earlier in 2018, he

introduced lambs, too. The chickens roam around inside (and sometimes outside) their
pen and lay eggs while the pigs, piglets, and lambs explore their own pasture full of
vegetation and mud baths.

Farm Fumbles and Favorites
The farm wasn’t without its
challenges at first. He
discovered he needed an
electric fence very quickly after
his neighbor knocked on his
door to tell him that his pigs
were across the road. The pigs
were also hungrier than he
expected, but he quickly
adjusted to their appetites.
Vegetables from the summer
garden, apples and pumpkins in
the fall. It’s more fun than
difficulty for Nick, though, as he
keeps his ultimate goal in mind:
he enjoys providing the local
area with tasty, yet ethically
raised food. The educator in him is still there when he says it’s important to him to teach
kids about where their food comes, how to get it, and how to prepare it. Some of that
will have to come later for his own children once they are older, but he looks forward to
being able to provide them with that knowledge. As for four-year-old Darcy, right now
her favorite part of the farm is feeding the pigs, and watching the piglets. But Nick’s
favorite part? “Bacon.”

Happy and Healthy
There are lots of advantages to
buying Darcy Farms' pasture raised
pork. The pigs are certified animal
welfare approved. The feed is local,
and the pigs are given no antibiotics
or hormones. His meat processor is
local, too, and USDA Process
Verified. He tries to rotate the pigs
from the front pasture in the warmer
months closer to the woods for the
cooler months where the tree nuts
fall. With their varied diet, exercise,
and stress-free environment, the
result is a flavorful, nutrient packed
product.

In the future, Nick has bigger plans for the farm. As his three kids grow up and go to
school, he’ll have more time to dedicate to the farm and its growth. He added bees just
last year, and he’s finally seeing some honey from them. Eggs from the chickens will be
coming soon, and eventually he wants to return to the farm’s old roots and add some
cattle to the mix.
______________________________________________________________________
In the meantime, come meet Nick at the Village Farmers Market at the Village Farmers
Market on Saturday mornings from 8:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. and check out his pork and
various veggies!

